Disney Adventure
Camp Spotlight

July 16-20, 2018
1:00-4:30 PM
$37 per day
Make it a full day for $74 by adding
a morning camp!

Welcome to the Wonderful World of Disney! But this is not the world of Disney Princess
- this camp is much much MORE! Every day will have a different Disney theme that will
entertain our youngest campers and challenge our oldest campers! For example, the
Lion King will have our little cubs going on adventures in the Pride Lands and our older
lions learning African drumming with a guest artist! The magic of Disney combined with
a global perspective will have our campers’ imagination all over the planet!
Monday - Lion King ~ African Exploration! Swing over the elephant graveyard, escape hyenas,
and battle Scar on the mountain top! Our lions will be enjoying a fun care-free Hakuna Matata circle
in the “jungle,” painting pride rocks, and experiencing and learning the awesomeness of AFRICAN
DRUMMING!
Tuesday -Disney’s Oceans. Welcome to the deep blue sea… are you ready for serious
adventure?! Our youngest campers will be trying to find Nemo, and our older campers will be
following Captain Nemo 20,000 leagues under the sea! Try to cross the ocean without being
tagged by Ursula, and solve clues to end the “curse of the black pearl”!
Wednesday - Monsters Inc! You’ve been accepted to Monsters University, come to the scare
factory to work on your monster skills! Monsters will be playing Scariest Tag in the West, Monster
Soccer, and Race-to-the-Door! Monsters use laughs or screams for electricity, but what do we
use? One of our Monster coaches will do experiments with our Monster U students outside!
Thursday - Incredibles. Everyone has amazing talents – come to Airborne to develop your
incredible super powers! Campers will run as fast as Dash and try to become invisible like Violet.
But, we must work together to defeat the monster robots before they take over planet Airborne!
Come join an incredible day.
Friday - Bug invasion! The backyard is a whole new world if you are the size of a bug. Just like in
Bug’s Life, Antz, and Honey I Shrunk the Kids, the gym will be transformed into a giant yard, with
adventures awaiting every corner! Climb out of the crevice, and cross the field without getting stuck
in the mud. A highlight from last year, our campers will be making terrariums and catching ladybugs
for your garden or yard at home!
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